Lethal

A year-old man was executed by lethal injection (= by having a poisonous substance put into his body) this
morning.deadly, mortal, fatal, lethal mean causing or capable of causing death. deadly applies to an established or very
likely cause of death.English[edit]. Pronunciation[edit]. IPA: /?li?.??l/; Rhymes: i???l. Etymology 1[ edit]. From Latin
letalis (mortal, deadly), improperly written lethalis, from letum English - Etymology 1 - Etymology 2.Lethal definition,
of, relating to, or causing death; deadly; fatal: a lethal weapon; a lethal dose. See more.'A deadly bird flu, lethal to some
animals, is spreading towards Britain.' 'In sufficient quantities its spores can be lethal to humans.' 'Every car is a
potentially lethal weapon of mass destruction.' 'The first, a yeast, can be especially lethal to individuals with weakened
immune systems.'.He admitted intentionally preparing a lethal dose of morphine capable of encouraging or assisting the
suicide of his father during a hearing at Guildford crown.Definition of lethal adjective in Oxford Advanced Learner's
Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture, example sentences, grammar, usage notes, synonyms.Synonyms for lethal
at romagna-booking.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for
lethal.Meaning: "causing or resulting in death," s, from Late Latin lethalis, alteration of Latin letalis "deadly, fatal," from
See more definitions.lethal is like really really cool, used commonly among primary school boys a few years ago The
action which is lethal could be physically or usually mentally.Lethal refers to anything dangerous enough to cause death.
The cobra's venom is so lethal that if you get bitten and can't find the antidote, it's lights out forever.Define lethal. lethal
synonyms, lethal pronunciation, lethal translation, English dictionary definition of lethal. adj. 1. Causing or capable of
causing death: a lethal .Lethal is an incredibly powerful software synthesizer plug-in with a simple, yet comprehensive
interface to suit every type of producer and genre. Easy to use.Lethal Weapon is a American buddy cop action comedy
film directed by and Richard Donner, produced by Joel Silver, and written by Shane Black. It stars .Lethal injection is
the practice of injecting one or more drugs into a person for the express purpose of causing immediate death. The main
application for this.Medical Definition of Lethal. Lethal: Deadly. CONTINUE SCROLLING FOR RELATED
ARTICLE. Last Editorial Review: 6/9/ What Kind of Doctor Do I Need.
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